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1. INTRODUCTION
 .Let V s Herm r, C be the set of all r = r complex Hermitian matrices,
which is a simple Euclidean Jordan algebra. Let V ; V be the set of all
positive-definite matrices, which is a symmetric cone. The automorphism
 .group G s GL r, C acts on V by
g ? x s gxg*,
t  .where g* s g . Then K s U r fixes the r = r identity matrix I g V andr
is the maximal compact subgroup of G.
For
x ??? x11 1 r
x s g V ,??? ??? ??? 0x ??? xr1 r r
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 .we define the jth principal minor D x byj
x ??? x11 1 j
D x s det . ??? ??? ???j  0x ??? xj1 j j
 . rfor 1 F j F r. For m s m , m , . . . , m g C , define the generalized power1 2 r
function D on V bym
m ym m ym m1 2 2 3 rD x s D x D x ??? D x . 1.1 .  .  .  .  .m 1 2 r
 .A partition m is an r-tuple m s m , m , . . . , m of integers such that1 2 r
m G m G ??? G m G 0. 1.2 .1 2 r
 .We write 1.2 as m G 0.
For a partition m, the spherical polynomial F on V is defined bym
F x s D kx dk , 1.3 .  .  .Hm m
K
where dk is the normalized Haar measure on K. Since F is a polynomialm
on V, it can be extended to a complex polynomial on V C s C r=r, the set
of all r = r complex matrices.
For a g C and t g Zq, the Pochhammer symbol is defined by
a s a a q 1 ??? a q t y 1 , 1.4 .  .  .  .t
r  .and for a g C and m s m , . . . , m with all m nonnegative integers,1 r i
 .the generalized Pochhammer symbol for V can be calculated by
r
w xa s a y j q 1 . 1.5 . .m j m j
js1
 wThe following generalized binomial expansion is known cf. 5, Prop.
 .x.XII.1.3 ii :
w xa mya
D I y z s d F z , a g C, 1.6 .  .  .r m mw xr mmG0
where d is the dimension of a polynomial function space P . Them m
 .Reinhardt domain of convergence of the series 1.6 is the open unit ball
 r=r 4 CD s z g C : I y z*z ) 0 in V if a / 0, y1, y2, . . . ; otherwise ther
series is finite. Here, an r = r matrix A ) 0 means that A is positive
definite.
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 .ya  .  .Since D I y x s D I y x , where m s ya , ya , . . . , ya , it isr m r
 .natural to look for the spherical series expansion of D I y x for anm r
arbitrary multi-index m g C r. However, the spherical series expansion is
 .defined only for a K-invariant function and D I y x is generally notm r
 .K-invariant so that we study f I y x instead. Here, the function f onm r m
V for m g C r defined by
f x s D kx dk 1.7 .  .  .Hm mqr
K
 .is called the spherical function of index m, where r s r , r , . . . , r and1 2 r
1r s 2 i y r y 1 . 1.8 .  .i 2
 .Notice that, since the principal minor D x ) 0 for all 1 F j F r andj
x g V, f is well defined on V. Moreover, f s f if and only ifm m l
 .m s s l for some permutation s g S of r numbers;r
f xy1 s f x 1.9 .  .  .m ym
 .  .for x g V. It follows from 1.3 and 1.7 that F and f are K-invariantm m
and
F x s f x 1.10 .  .  .m myr
for x g V and m G 0. For technical convenience, we are looking for the
 .spherical series expansion of f I y x .ym r
 .Notice that the binomial expansion 1.6 is valid for all simple Euclidean
 .  .  .Jordan algebras V, which consist of Sym r, R , Herm r, C , Herm r, H ,
ny1  .  w x.R = R , or Herm 3, O cf. 5 . Such an expansion was first derived by
w  .x wthe statisticians A. G. Constantine 1, formula 31 and A. T. James 9,
x w xSects. 4 and 7 and can also be found in Muirhead's book 13, Sect. 7.3 for
 .the case V s Sym r, R . Such an expansion for all simple Euclidean Jordan
w x w xalgebras was derived by Lassalle 12 and Faraut and Koranyi 4 . In
this paper, we are successful in finding a spherical series expansion of
 .  .  .f I y x for V s Herm r, C , which is a natural generalization of 1.6 .ym r
  . .Our method is based on an expression see Eq. 2.1 below of spherical
polynomials F , which can be extended to spherical functions f . Hence,m m
 .our method works only for the case V s Herm r, C because explicit
formulas for the spherical functions are not available in the other cases,
and finding such an expansion for all cases is still an open and interesting
problem.
w xGross and Richards 7 also generalized the binomial theorem, where
 .the operator-¨ alued binomial theorem on Herm r, C was introduced.
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However, neither binomial series expansion nor spherical transform was
discussed there.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we state the expression
of spherical polynomials and spherical functions. In Section 3, we state and
prove the first main result of this paper}the generalized binomial expan-
sion. In Section 4, we obtain two corollaries. In Section 5, we review
w xRamanujan's master theorem on symmetric cones 3 . In Section 6, we use
our theorem and Ramanujan's master theorem to obtain the spherical
 .transform of the function f I q x .ym r
2. AN EXPRESSION OF THE SPHERICAL FUNCTION ON
A COMPLEX MATRIX SPACE
w x  .By 5, p. 238 , the spherical polynomial F on V s Herm r, C can bem
expressed by a ratio of determinants
 det s x a1 ??? x a rC  .s g S s 1. s  r .r rF x s ? , 2.1 .  .m  a y a  x y x .  .i- j i j i- j i j
where x , x , . . . , x are eigenvalues of x g V,1 2 r
a s m q r y i for all i s 1, 2, . . . , r ,i i
 4S is the permutation group of 1, 2, . . . , r , andr
ry1
C s j! . .r
js1
 .  . r  .Let l s s q it with s s s , . . . , s , t s t , . . . , t g R , d ) r y 1 r2,1 r 1 r
 . rand denote by H d the closed half-space of all l g C such that s G ydj
for all j s 1, 2, . . . , r. We will say that a function q of r complex variables
 .is of class H d if three properties hold:
 .  .i q is holomorphic on H d .
 .ii q is invariant under the group S .r
 .iii There exist positive constants M, P, and A with A - p , such
that
r
< <q l F M G l q r q r exp Ps q A t 2.2 .  .  . .V j j
js1
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 . rfor all l g H d , where the gamma function of V on C is defined by
yr
G m s exp ytr x D x D x dx. 2.3 .  .  .  .  .HV m
V
w xBy 5, Theorem VII.1.1 , when Re m ) j y 1 for j s 1, 2, . . . , r, the inte-j
 .gral 2.3 converges absolutely, and
r
 .r ry1 r2
G m s 2p G m y j q 1 . 2.4 .  .  . .V j
js1
The following lemma is the generalization of the classical Carlson's
uniqueness theorem.
w x  .  .LEMMA 1 3, Corollary 3.11 . Suppose that q g H d and q m y r s 0
 .for all partitions m. Then q l ¨anishes identically.
 . rNotice that 2.1 still holds for a spherical function f , where m g Cmyr
is arbitrary. This fact can be found in Chapter 2 of Gelfand and Naimark's
w x w xbook 6, pp. 41]49 and Theorem IV.5.7 of Helgason's book 8 . Here, we
prove it by the generalized Carlson's theorem}Lemma 1.
LEMMA 2. For m g C r and x g V,
 det s x a1 x a2 ??? x a rC  .s g S s 1. s 2. s  r .r rf x s ? , 2.5 .  .myr  a y a  x y x .  .i- j i j i- j i j
where
a s m q r y i for all i s 1, 2, . . . , r .i i
 .Proof. We write 2.1 in the form
F x a y a x y x s C det s x a1 x a2 ??? x a r . 2.6 .  .  .  .  . m i j i j r s 1. s 2. s  r .
i-j sgS r
 .We can prove that 2.6 still holds for spherical functions; that is,
f x a y a x y x s C det s x a1 x a2 ??? x a r .  .  .  . myr i j i j r s 1. s 2. s  r .
i-j sgS r
2.7 .
 .for all m g H d , where a s m q r y i for all i s 1, 2, . . . , r. In fact, fori i
 .fixed x g V, both sides of 2.7 are S -invariant holomorphic functions inr
w x  .  . .m y r. By 3, Lemma 3.6 , f x  a y a x y x is of at mostmyr i- j i j i j
r  . .  .exponential growth with the exponent  Re m q rr2 r q 1 in H dis1 i
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 . a1 a2 a rfor any d ) 0, so is C  det s x x ??? x clearly. Combiningr s g S s 1. s 2. s  r .r w xthis observation with the technique used in 3, Sect. 3.3 , we conclude that
 .  .the functions on both sides of 2.7 are of class H d for any d ) 0. Thus,
 .the conditions of Lemma 1 are satisfied and 2.7 holds. Since d is
r .  .  .arbitrary, 2.7 holds for all m g C . Then 2.5 follows from 2.7 .
 .We write 2.5 in the form
 det s x a1 x a2 ??? x a rC  .s g S s 1. s 2. s  r .r rf x s ? , 2.8 .  .m  a y a  x y x .  .i- j i j i- j i j
where x g V, m g C r, and
1a s m q r y 1 for all i s 1, 2, . . . , r . .i i 2
We now state and prove our first main result.
3. GENERALIZED BINOMIAL EXPANSION ON
COMPLEX MATRIX SPACE
1 .  .THEOREM 1 Generalized Binomial Expansion . If m y r y 1 /i 2
0, y1, y2, . . . for some 1 F i F r, then
1
f I y x s .ym r  m y m .i- j i j
w xdet s m q r  m y m .  . .s m i- j i j
= F x .  lm !m ! ??? m !1 2 rlG0 sgS r
3.1 .
 .  .for x g D l I y V , where l s l , l , . . . , l andr 1 2 r
l s m y r q i for all i s 1, 2, . . . , r . 3.2 .i i
 . CMoreo¨er, the series in 3.1 con¨erges in the open unit ball D of V , and
1 .  .defines an extension of f I y x to D. If m y r y 1 s 0, y1, y2, . . .ym r i 2
for all i s 1, 2, . . . , r, then the series is finite.
 .  .We denote the extension of f I y x defined by the series in 3.1ym r
 .still by f I y x .ym r
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 .  .Proof. Making changes in 2.8 , we have for x g I y V ,r
Cr
f I y x s .ym r  a y a .i- j i j
ya ya1 r det s 1 y x ??? 1 y x .  .  .s g S s 1. s  r .r= , 3.3 .
 x y x .i- j i j
where
1a s m y r y 1 for all i s 1, 2, . . . , r . 3.4 .  .i i 2
< <By the classical binomial theorem, if x - 1, thens  i.
` a .ya i ti t1 y x s x , 3.5 . . s  i. s  i.t!ts0
 .  . r  .where a is given by 1.4 . For a g C , m s m , . . . , m with all mi t 1 r i
 .nonnegative integers, we define the generalized Pochhammer symbol for
V by
G a q m .Vw xa s . 3.6 .m
G a .V
 .  .  . w x  .By 1.4 , 2.4 , and 3.6 , a can be calculated by 1.5 .m
 .  .  .  .  . < <It follows from 3.5 , 1.4 , 3.4 , 1.8 , and 1.5 that if x - 1 for alli
i s 1, 2, . . . , r, then
r rw xm q rya mi m i1 y x s x , 3.7 . .  s  i. s  i.m !m ! ??? m !is1 is11 2 rm
 .  .where the sum in 3.7 is over the set of all r-tuples m s m , m , . . . , m1 2 r
with nonnegative integers m . Thus,i
ya ya1 r det s 1 y x ??? 1 y x .  .  .s g S s 1. s  r .r
 x y x .i- j i j
w x r m i det s  xm q r  .m s g S is1 s  i.rs ? . 3.8 . m !m ! ??? m !  x y x .1 2 r i- j i jm
 .By 2.5 ,
 det s  r x m i  m y m .  .s g S is1 s  i. i- j i jr s f x , 3.9 .  .lyr x y x C .i- j i j r
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 .  .  .where l and m are related by 3.2 . By 3.2 and 1.10 , if m ) m ) ???1 2
 .) m G 0, then l G l G ??? G l G 0, and the right-hand side of 3.9r 1 2 r
  . .  .equals  m y m rC F x . If m s m for some i and j, then thei- j i j r l i j
 .right-hand side of 3.9 equals 0. It follows that
w x r m i det s  xm q r  .m s g S is1 s  i.r? m !m ! ??? m !  x y x .1 2 r i- j i jmG0
w xm q r  m y m .m i- j i js F x , 3.10 .  . lm !m ! ??? m !C1 2 r rlG0
 .where l and m are related by 3.2 .
 .Notice that the sum in 3.8 is over the set of all nonnegative integers
 .  .m , m , . . . , m , but the sums in 3.1 and 3.10 are over the set of all1 2 r
 .  .  .  .  .partitions m. Equation 3.1 follows now from 3.3 , 3.4 , 3.8 , and 3.10 .
< <Since x - 1 for all i s 1, 2, . . . , r is equivalent to x g D, the seriesi
 .  C 4  .in 3.1 converges if x g D s x g V : I y xx* ) 0 . By 3.4 , if m yr i
1  .r y 1 s 0, y1, y2, . . . for all i s 1, 2, . . . , r, then a s 0, y1, y2, . . . ,i2
 .and the series 3.5 has only finite terms for each i s 1, 2, . . . , r. It follows
 .that the series 3.1 is finite.
We obtain now two corollaries of our theorem.
4. TWO COROLLARIES
 w x.Recall the spherical Taylor formula cf. 5, XII.1 : If f is a K-invariant
holomorphic function in a neighborhood of 0 of the complexification V C
of a Euclidean Jordan algebra V, then
1 ­
f z s d F f 0 F z 4.1 .  .  .  . m m m / /w xnrr ­ zmmG0
in this neighborhood.
w xIn our case, nrr s r. By 5. p. 313 and p. 315 ,
2 m y m .i- j i j
d s , 4.2 .l 2Cr
 .  .  .  .where l and m are related by 3.2 . By 1.4 , 1.5 , and 3.2 ,
m !m ! ??? m !1 2 rw xr s . 4.3 .l Cr
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 .  .  .Then the following corollary follows directly from 3.1 , 4.1 , 4.2 , and
 .4.3 .
COROLLARY 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, we ha¨e
­
F f I y z 0 .  .l ym r / /­ z
w xC det s m q r .  .s mrs ? , 4.4 . m y m  m y m .  .i- j i j i- j i jsgS r
 .where m and l are related by 3.2 .
w xBy 5, Prop. VII.1.2 ,
yr y1<exp y x y D x D x dx s G m q r D y , 4.5 .  .  .  . . .  .H mqr V mqr
V
 .  .  .  .where r is given by 1.8 . By 1.7 , 4.5 , and 1.9 , we have
1 yr
<f I y z s exp y I y z x f x D x dx. .  .  . . .Hym r r mG m q r . VV
It follows that
­
F f I y z .l ym r /­ z zs0
1 yrs exp ytr x F x f x D x dx. .  .  .  .H l mG m q r . VV
 .By Corollary 1 and 3.6 , we have the following corollary.
COROLLARY 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, we ha¨e
yr
exp ytr x F x f x D x dx .  .  .  .H l m
V
C det s G m q r q s m .  . .r Vs ? , 4.6 . m y m  m y m .  .i- j i j i- j i jsgS r
 .where l and m are related by 3.2 .
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5. RAMANUJAN'S MASTER THEOREM FOR
SYMMETRIC CONES
Ã .Recall that, for a K-invariant measurable function f on V, E f is
defined by
yrr y1ÃE f s t g R : f x f x D x dx - ` . 5.1 .  .  .  . . H t 5
V
ÃThe spherical Fourier transform of f is the function f defined, for l in the
Ã r .tube E f q iR , by
yry1Ãf l s f x f x D x dx .  .  .  .H l
V
yry1s D x f x D x dx. 5.2 .  .  .  .H lqr
V
Ã Ã r Ã .  .The function f is S -invariant and continuous on E f q iR . If E fr
Ã 0 Ã .has a nonempty interior E f , then f is holomorphic in the open tube
Ã 0 r .E f q iR .
To study the inversion formula of the spherical transform, we need
the Harish-Chandra c-function in C r. In our case, the reciprocal of the
w xHarish-Chandra c-function is the Vandermonde polynomial 5, p. 313
1  l y l .i- j j is . 5.3 .
c l  j y i .  .i- j
w xWe adopt the inversion formula of the spherical transform from 5 .
w xTHEOREM 2 5, Theorem XIV.5.3 . If f is a continuous K-in¨ariant
 .yrfunction on V, integrable with respect to the measure D x dx, and if
dlÃf il - `, .H 2rR c il .
then, for x in V,
dlÃf x s c f il f x , 5.4 .  .  .  .H il 2rR c il .
where c is a positi¨ e constant. The integrability condition is satisfied, in
particular, when f is C` with compact support.
We now state Ramanujan's master theorem for symmetric cones.
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w x  .THEOREM 3 3, Theorem 3.4 . Let d ) r y 1 r2, and suppose q g
 .H d . Then
 .a The spherical series
< <my1 d . m
f x s q m y r F x 5.5 .  .  .  . mw xr mm
con¨erges on a neighborhood of 0 in V and defines a real-analytic function f
on that domain.
 . r  .b For any s g R such that yd - s - y r y 1 r2, j s 1, . . . , r,j
and for any x g V, the integral in
1 dl
f x s G yl q r q l f x 5.6 .  .  .  .  .H V l
rr ! c l c yl .  .sqiR
con¨erges absolutely and is independent of s, and the function f defined by
 .  .5.6 is a continuous extension to V of the function defined by 5.5 .
 .  .c Let s be a real number such that yd - s - y r y 1 r2. Then0 0
2 y2 s yr0f x D x dx - ` 5.7 .  .  .H
V
Ã 2 r .and f l exists in the L -sense for all l s s q it, t g R , and satisfies0
Ãf l s G yl q r q l . 5.8 .  .  .  .V
 . rMoreo¨er, 5.8 holds on any domain in C which contains a point, as abo¨e,
Ã .of the form l s s q it and on which l ¬ f l exists and is holomorphic.0
3 .  .d Assume that d ) r y 1 . Denote by C the con¨ex hull of ther2
 . rpoints s r g R , where s runs through S , and let E be the set of allr d , r
1  .  .translates s q C of C , where yd q r y 1 - s - y r y 1 . Then0 r r 02
ys yr0f x D x dx - `, 5.9 .  .  .H
V
Ã r .and f l exists for all l g E q iR .d , r
Remark. In the proof of this theorem, the convergence of the series
 .  .5.5 follows from condition 2.2 . The rest of the theorem follows from
Theorem 2 and the integral equation
1 dl
G yl q r q l f x .  .  .H V l
rr ! c l c yl .  .sqiR
< <my1 d . ms q m y r F x . 5.10 .  .  . mw xr mm
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w xBy 3, Sect. 3.8 , in our case the condition
rq l .
< <F M G l q r q r exp Ps q A t , 5.11 .  . .V j jc l c yl .  . js1
 .  .instead of 2.2 , is sufficient for 5.10 .
6. SPHERICAL TRANSFORM OF THE
 .FUNCTION f I q xym r
The following corollary is another version of Theorem 1.
COROLLARY 3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, we ha¨e
f I q x .ym r
1
s
 m y m .i- j i j
w xdet s m q r  m y m .  . .s m i- j i j< <l= y1 F x .  .  lm !m ! ??? m !1 2 rlG0 sgS r
6.1 .
 .  . < < rfor x g D l V y I , where l and m are related by 3.2 and l s  l .r is1 i
Ã  .We now compute the spherical transform f for the function f x s
 .f I q x .ym r
1 .  .  .THEOREM 4. For f x s f I q x , Re m ) r y 1 for all i sym r i 2
Ã .1, 2, . . . , r, the set E f is gi¨ en by
1rÃE f s t g R : yRe m - t - y r y 1 for all i , j s 1, 2, . . . , r . 4 . j i 2
6.2 .
Ãand the spherical transform f of f can be computed by
C G yl q r .r VÃf l s .
G m q r  l y l m y m .  . .V i- j i j i j
1
= det s G m q r q r y 1 q s l . 6.3 .  .  .  . V  /2sgS r
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Proof. If f is a K-invariant function on V, then f is determined by a
function defined on eigenvalues x , x , . . . , x of x g V, which we denote1 2 r
w xalso by f. Moreover, if f is integrable, then 4
` `
f x dx s c ??? f x , x , . . . , x .  .H H H0 1 2 r
V 0 0
2
= x y x dx dx ??? dx , 6.4 .  . i j 1 2 r
i-j
where c is a positive constant.0
 .  .  .  .  .  .By 5.2 , 2.8 , 1.9 , and 3.3 , for f x s f I q x we haveym r
yry1Ãf l s f x f I q x D x dx .  .  .  .H l ym r
V
 det s xya 1 xya 2 ??? xya r` ` C  .s g S s 1. s 2. s  r .r rs ??? ?H H  a y a  x y x .  .0 0 i- j j i i- j i j
Cr
=
 b y b .i- j j i
yb yb yb1 2 r det g 1 q x 1 q x ??? 1 q x .  .  .  .g g S g 1. g 2. g  r .r=
 x y x .i- j i j
2yr yr yr= x x ??? x x y x dx dx ??? dx , 6.5 .  .1 2 r i j 1 2 r
i-j
where
1a s l y r y 1 for all i s 1, 2, . . . , r , 6.6 .  .i i 2
and
1b s m y r y 1 for all i s 1, 2, . . . , r . 6.7 .  .i i 2
Recall the following improper integral formula:
`
my 1x
dx s B n y m , m , 0 - Re m - Re n , 6.8 .  .H n
1 q x .0
 .  .  .  .  .where B ?, ? is the classical beta function. By 5.1 , 6.5 , 6.6 , 6.7 , and
 .  .6.8 , we have 6.2 .
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 .  .  .  .By 4.2 , 4.3 , and 3.6 , we write 6.1 in the form
dl< <l
f I q x s y1 .  .ym r w xr llG0
C  det s G m q r q s m .  . .r s g S Vr= F x , 6.9 .  .lG m q r  m y m m y m .  .  .V i- j i j i j
 .where l s m y r q i for all i s 1, 2, . . . , r. By 1.8 , m s l y r qi i i i i
1  .r y 1 , and the function q in Ramanujan's master theorem is2
1C  det s G m q r q r y 1 q s l .  .  . .r s g S V 2rq l s . 6.10 .  .
G m q r  m y m l y l .  .  .V i- j i j i j
It is easy to see that q is S -invariant. Denote d s min Re m . Thenr 1F iF r i
1 1 r  ry 1.r2 .   .  ..  .d ) r y 1 , and G m q r q r y 1 q s l s 2pV2 2
r   ..  . G m q s l is holomorphic in H d . If l s l for some i / j,is1 i i i j
then
1det s G m q r q r y 1 q s l s 0. 6.11 .  .  .  . . V 2
sgS r
 .  .Thus, q has no singularities in H d , and q is also holomorphic in H d .
Recall the following formula of the classical gamma function:
G z q a .
lim s 1, 6.12 .az G zzª`  .
where z tends to ` in such a manner that its distance from the negative
a  .real axis becomes infinite, z s exp a log z with the imaginary part of the
 . logarithm lying between yp and p , and a is fixed. By 2.4 , G m qV
1  .  ..  .r q r y 1 q s l rG l q r q r has at most polynomial growth.V2
 .  .  .  .  .By 5.3 , q l rc l c yl satisfies 5.11 . By the remark of Theorem 3,
 .6.3 holds.
wRemark. By a natural generalization of the Cauchy]Binet formula 10,
xChap. 0 , if f , . . . , f and g , . . . , g are functions on R, the real line, and1 n 1 n
if all integrals are convergent, then
det f t g t dm t .  .  .H i j /
R
s ??? det f t det g t dm t ??? dm t . 6.13 .  .  . .  . .  .H H i j i j 1 n
t - ??? -t1 n
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 .  .Both formulas 4.6 and 6.3 can be obtained directly by application of
 .formula 6.13 .
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